Curb-Sider

®

Superior Performance.
Amazingly Compact.
Easy To Use.

Curb-Sider Vehicle Lift
®

The Essence of
			 Form and Function
Curb-Sider - The World’s Favorite
Crane/Hoist Style Vehicle Lift

Curb-Sider - What is it?
Bruno invented the Curb-Sider style lift and this is the
world’s most popular vehicle lift (over 80,000 sold). The
Curb-Sider lifts and stows your scooter or powerchair inside
your vehicle with the touch of a button. Simply connect the
docking device, push a button on the hand-held pendant and
let your Curb-Sider do the heavy lifting for you!

•Effortless loading from behind the bumper or curbside
makes the Curb-Sider the king of convenience.
®

•The powerful lifting capacity is the hallmark of the
Curb-Sider®. Virtually every mobility device can be
handled, with a lifting capacity of 400 lb/181 kg*

VSL-6000 Model
shown in full size van

•The compact beauty of the Curb-Sider is enhanced
by its automotive styling and scratch resistant black
textured finish that gracefully complement your vehicle
and requires a minimal amount of space.

An easy-to-operate Fold-Down Lift
Head allows partial 3rd row seating
access or cargo space (where
applicable) and improved driver
visibility when a mobility device is not
present. Optional quick release 		
pins make this a snap.

•The Curb-Sider’s modularity is renowned. In fact,
this magnificent unit is so versatile it can fit into
scores of vehicles.
*250lb/113kg version also available

VSL-6000 Model
Fold-Down Lift Head

Simplicity of Design and Adaptability
Lift and store any kind of scooter or power wheelchair
…in all kinds of vehicles!

SUV/CUV - VSL-6900 Model

The Telescoping Lift Head, on the Model VSL-6900, provides additional extension to address protruding bumpers, especially when
handling larger mobility devices.

Minivan - VSL-6000 Model

Pickup Truck - VSL-6000 Exterior Version

Full-Size Van - VSL-6000 Model

Optional Exterior
Pendant Package
(VSL-6000)

The elegantly styled Curb-Sider
has Bruno’s industry exclusive
Direct Gear Drive Technology
for unmatched performance,
and reliability.

Innovation… for your

Other great Bruno products…

Independence & Convenience.
KEY FEATURES

VSL-6000

VSL-6900

400 lb/181 kg*

400 lb/181 kg

Adjustable Height

yes

yes

Adjustable Length Outer Arm

yes

yes

Adjustable Angle Outer Arm

yes

yes

Power Rotation

yes

yes

Power Raise/Lower

yes

yes

Power Telescoping Outer Arm

no

yes

Fold-Down Lift Head**

yes

yes

Predominantly Stainless Steel Hardware

yes

yes

Exterior Compatible***

yes

no

3 Year Warranty

yes

yes

Maximum Weight Capacity

ELITE STAIRLIFT

Custom Curved Rail STAIRLIFT

Vertical Platform Lift

Out-Sider® Vehicle Lift

Valet® Signature Seating

cHARIOT®

IMPORTANT: Contact your factory trained Bruno dealer for specific details on your vehicle!

*250 lb/113 kg version also available
**requires optional quick release pins
***requires optional exterior pendant package
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